**Romeo (Mattock and dagger)**

(Kneeling on left knee at tomb; mattock in L hand, business end down.)

On “Then have at thee, boy.” Turn over L shoulder; beat sword with mattock.

\[\text{Parry 5 with mattock, croisé to the left} \]

\[\text{Thrust butt of mattock to Paris’ stomach} \]

\[\text{Drop mattock to left. Jump on top of Paris} \]

Disarms Paris.

Stabs Paris.

**Paris (rapier)**

Approaches Romeo from rear and extends sword arm to point sword at back of Romeo on “Stop thy unhallowed toil, Montague.”

Attack high 5

Falls backwards and releases sword.

Both barrel roll to Paris’ left.

Draws Romeo’s dagger.

“O, I am slain . . .”